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ARGUMENT:

A.
The Government must prove at trial that Ken Miller knew of an actual,
existing parental right when he allegedly aided and abetted Lisa Miller’s travel from the
United States.
The Second Circuit has held that the term “parental rights,” as used in the International
Parental Kidnaping Crime Act (“IPKCA”) “means the right to physical custody of the child . . .
whether arising by operation of law, court order, or legally binding agreements of the parties.”
United States v. Amer, 110 F.3d 873, 877 (2d Cir. 1997). As both logic and case law dictate,
parental rights do not come into existence until an order is issued. See United States v. Miller,
626 F.3d 682, 689 (2d. Cir. 2010) (“[Defendant’s] argument ignores the basic principle that any
‘lawful parental rights’ created by the second order came into existence after the order was
issued.”) (emphasis in original.) Thus, an actual, existing parental right, and not a potential future
parental right, is required in order to sustain a conviction under the IPKCA.
“To convict a defendant of aiding and abetting a given crime, the government must prove
‘that the underlying crime was committed by a person other than the defendant, that the
defendant knew of the crime, and that the defendant acted with the intent to contribute to the
success of the underlying crime.” United States v. Huezo, 546 F.3d 174 (2d Cir. 2008) (citing
United States v. Reifler, 446 F.3d 65, 96 (2d Cir. 2006). While a defendant does not need to
know all the details of an underlying crime, the Government must prove that the defendant was
aware of the underlying crime, and that he consciously shared in the underlying criminal act. See
United States v. Best, 219 F.3d 192, 199-200 (2d Cir. 2000). Thus, the Government must prove
that Janet Jenkins had parental rights at the time the alleged criminal acts took place, that Mr.
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Miller was aware that Janet Jenkins has parental rights, and that Mr. Miller acted with the
specific purpose of violating those rights.
It appears the Government now realizes that it cannot prove the intent element in this
case, and it is attempting to lower the bar for trial. The Government argues “it is sufficient to
show that Kenneth Miller intended to obstruct any parental rights, present or future, held by
Janet Jenkins; the Government is not required to show that Kenneth Miler knew which specific
court-ordered rights Lisa Miller’s actions would obstruct.” Government Trial Br. p. 9. However,
the Government’s argument ignores the fact that it must prove Kenneth Miller was aware that
actual parental rights existed, and that Mr. Miller possessed a specific intent to advance parental
kidnaping by denying parental rights held by Janet Jenkins.
To the extent that Janet Jenkins was granted any parental rights after September 22, 2009,
those rights are immaterial and irrelevant to this case. In United States v. Miller, the Second
Circuit held that evidence of the defendant’s appeal of a Vermont Family Court order was
irrelevant to the IPKCA charges because the order, which granted parental rights to the
defendant’s ex-husband, did not exist at the time the child was removed from the United States.
626 F.3d at 688. Because the “lawful parental rights . . . came into existence when the order was
issued,” the future, potential rights were immaterial and irrelevant to case. Id. at 689.
In this case the Government asserts “[t]he evidence will show that Kenneth Miller acted
with the specific intent of advancing Ms. Miller’s crime, thereby denying Janet Jenkins the
lawful exercise of any rights she has or might obtain.” Government Trial Br. p. 10 (emphasis
added). Clearly, the Second Circuit has determined that an existing order granting concrete
2
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parental rights must exist in order for those rights to be relevant or applicable; the fact that Janet
Jenkins obtained custodial rights two months after Lisa Miller removed IMJ from the United
States does not satisfy the intent requirement under 18 U.S.C. § 1204.

B.

This Court should not exclude all exculpatory evidence from trial.

Surprisingly, the Government also appeared to argue at the pre-trial conference that Mr.
Miller’s knowledge or lack of knowledge as to Janet Jenkins’ visitation rights is somehow not
relevant to this case, and that the defense should be prevented from introducing evidence that
Mr. Miller did not know that Janet Jenkins’ had visitation rights. Clearly, Mr. Miller’s
knowledge and/or lack of knowledge as to parental rights is not only relevant to this case, but
goes directly to the issue of intent to obstruct the exercise of those rights. Ironically, in the
Government’s own Memoranda of Law on Anticipated Trial Issues, Motion in Limine, and
Motion to Continue, it argues in support of a proposed jury instruction on aiding and abetting
that requires a finding that Mr. Miller “knowingly associate[d] himself in some way with the
crime,” and that he “intended to obstruct the lawful exercise of parental rights.” Thus, the
Government has already acknowledged that Mr. Miller’s knowledge of and his specific intent to
violate the lawful exercise of an existing parental right is at the heart of this case. To argue that
evidence of Mr. Miller’s lack of knowledge as to Janet Jenkins’ parental rights should be
excluded is tantamount to arguing that Mr. Miller should be prevented from introducing
exculpatory evidence simply because it contradicts the Government’s case. Thus, because
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evidence of Mr. Miller’s knowledge and intent directly relates to an element that the Government
is required to prove in order to sustain a conviction, such evidence is admissible.
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CONCLUSION:
For the foregoing reasons, Ken Miller respectfully requests that this Court require the

Government to prove that Ken Miller knew of actual, then-existing, parental rights when he
allegedly aided Lisa Miller’s travel out of the country, and permit Ken Miller to present
exculpatory evidence to refute the Government’s case.
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